The Mirage Report
Mirage Mobile Viewing Station, Bonneville Salt Flats, August 2014

Mirage Mobile Viewing Station is a mobile, public viewing station for examining, exploring, and thinking about
mirages. It was built by Marget Long, artist-in-residence this month at The Center for Land Use Interpretation
(www.clui.org). Because mirages are fundamentally disorienting phenomena, neither the text below, nor the viewing
station itself, is meant to orient or guide your experience. Let the mirages be your guide.
1. Mirages are real physical phenomena.
2. They’re atmospheric and optical events that occur when light waves are bent (refracted) and cause distant
objects to appear distorted, duplicated, inverted, and/or in an unexpected position in the landscape.
3. Mirages are produced when discrete layers of hot and cool air press up against one another. These thermal layers act
like a giant lens, bending light as it passes between the layers, and causing us to perceive distant objects in unfamiliar
ways.
4. A mirage can be thought of as an immense imaging technology that works without a camera or a computer.
The media in play are the earth, the air, and the sun.
5. Mirages aren’t functional. They can’t be used, bottled, bought, or sold.
6. On the Salt Flats, hot air often collects close to the surface of the salt crust; cooler air is positioned just above it.
This can create a mirage that looks like a body of water in the distance. What we perceive is actually a refraction of the
sky onto the ground, which we interpret as water. These kinds of mirages—where objects are refracted below the
‘original object’—are called Inferior Mirages.
7. Mirages are uncontrollable, tenuous, and unpredictable. As media, they are the opposite of touch screens.
8. On rare occasions, strong multiple layers of hot and cold air create more complex mirages, called Fata Morgana. These
mirages are characterized by stacks of upright and inverted images of an object. These mirages can be in motion and
produce an illusion that people or other creatures are in the scene. In the case of these multiple images, which image is the
‘real object’ and which is the mirage?
9. The Salt Flats are often thought to be a vast, blank slate onto which action and special effects can be digitally inserted.
They have served as the backdrop for many commercial films about speed, alien invasion, and apocalypse. Do the
mirages themselves suggest this use and content?
10. Run towards a mirage (as in a cartoon) and it will disppear as you approach it. This is because, as you move
forward, the angle of the refraction changes in relation to your eyes and the mirage is no longer visible.
11. Mirages are ever receding. They’re anti-progress.
12. Mirage comes from the Latin mirari, meaning “to look at or to wonder at.” This comes from the same root as “mirror”
and “to admire.”
13. Mirages remind us that an empty landscape is far from empty.
Your reactions to and photos of the Mirage Mobile Viewing Station are welcome. Please refract them over to
studio@margetlong.com. For more information on this mirage project, visit http://themiragereport.tumblr.com.

